
My design presentation for Pops focuses on a key scene in the story. Roz sees a vision of a spaceman during a disturbing dream whilst sleeping at the house of her 
Jewish father, who has recently passed away. I have selected 3 other sets in less detail to show a range of methods I use when designing a short film like this. Shot over 
4 days in October 2020 there were the, now all too familiar, challenges to do with Covid. Not least the unexpected 4 hours queues at Superhire, which on a project of this 
size, I had the pleasure of sitting in to pick up my selections. 

Short films are always challenging, fitting them in-between better paid projects, short turn around, low budgets and little of the supporting infrastructure normally 
experienced on film and tv projects and this one was no different. With 8 key sets to plan for and challenges including a hospital from an empty space, a tricky sfx shot, 
a buffet scene, vehicles, this was a design that required a set decoration and props logistics led approach. Having made a lot of shorts I have learned the importance of 
making sure whatever money is available ends up on screen as all too often time and energy are spent around the fringes on logistics or parts of a set that aren’t ever 
seen in the final edit.

To ensure efficiency in this way the recces were extremely important to make sure locations chosen had appropriate access and to design from the location starting 
point, not against it. Discussions with the key team members, director, producer and cinematographer to plan shots and practical lighting requirements, plan logistics 
were essential to ensure sure we were achieving narrative led images in every shot we made. The small but invaluable art department were instrumental in making sure 
we could achieve this ambitious project. The successful collaborative approach is what made this project possible to achieve.  

Challenges including shooting during a pandemic in 2 separate Jewish family homes. Working around the family activities and religious schedule involved learning more 
the religion and ensuring that we respected their values including keeping certain foods to the correct side of the kitchen during the dinner prep and halting work for 
prayer times.

With so many sets to dress and very little prep time I spent my time dressing 1 day ahead and seeing in the shoot crew before leaving 2 standby team on set and moving 
to the next locations to dress ahead and manage prop hire pick-ups. I relied on using as much on site to dress key furniture, and using smalls and fabrics purchased from 
car boots sales, used from my own stocks and finished with selective hires.

POPS // DESIGN PROCESS SUPPORTING STATEMENT

Budget - £1500 
Shoot days – 4 

Production Design/ Set Decorator/ Prop Master – May Davies
Art Director/ Standby Art Director – Eleanor Dolan

Graphics/ Art Assistant  – Kitty Lower
Art Trainee – Cat Morais

Dressing props – as above with additional help from production runners



POPS
PRODUCTION DESIGNER

Short film. For siblings Roz and Elli, the aftermath of 
their father’s death becomes a battleground for who will 
determine their pop’s final journey.

Writer + Director | Lewis Rose
Producer | Chris Hees
Cinematographer | Sverre Sørdal

Flickers’ Rhode Island International Film Festival (Oscar Qual) 2021 - Premiere
Indy International Shorts Festival 2021 (Oscar Qual) - Official Selection
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MOODBOARD - reference images and prop purchases
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Sketch plan and before and after 
images from Elli’s House Living/ Dining 



POPS DESIGN PROCESS | Simmi’s Room



POPS DESIGN PROCESS | Solicitor’s Office, dressing plan



POPS  Solicitor’s Office


